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We show that in the Maxwell–Lorentz theory of classical electrodynamics most
initial values for fields and particles lead to an ill-defined dynamics, as they exhibit
singularities or discontinuities along light-cones. This phenomenon suggests that
the Maxwell equations and the Lorentz force law ought rather to be read as a system
of delay differential equations, that is, differential equations that relate a function
and its derivatives at different times. This mathematical reformulation, however,
leads to physical and philosophical consequences for the ontological status of the
electromagnetic field. In particular, fields cannot be taken as independent degrees
of freedom, which suggests that one should not add them to the ontology.
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1. The Ontology of Electromagnetism: Fields, Particles, or
Both?

What is the ontology of classical electrodynamics? The Maxwell–Lorentz theory, the most
famous formulation of classical electrodynamics, mathematically introduces particles and fields.
Particles obey the Lorentz force law, and fields obey the Maxwell equations. But it would be
naive to reify all mathematical objects appearing in the formulation of a physical theory. And
so we may debate three options for an ontology: a pure field ontology, a pure particle ontology,
or a dualistic ontology comprised of particles and fields. A pure field ontology is no longer
defended nowadays, although Mie (1912a,b, 1913) and Weyl (1921) searched in this direction
(see Smeenk and Martin, 2007) and also Faraday had this idea (see Heimann, 1971; Lange,
2002, Ch. 6). The general reading of the Maxwell–Lorentz theory indeed is that it poses the
existence of fields and point particles alike. The dynamics is such that fields act on particles, and
particles act on fields.

This dualistic ontology of point-like particles plus fields results in the well-known self-interaction
problem: The Maxwell–Lorentz theory doesn’t provide a law of motion for a particle affected
by its own field. The problem arises because the Lorentz force of the self-field on the charge is
undefined at the position of the charge.

In a recent paper, Lazarovici (2017) used the self-interaction problem as his core argument
to emphasize the shortcomings of fields and to defend the action-at-a-distance theory advocated
by Wheeler and Feynman. In this paper, we present an additional argument (briefly mentioned
in Lazarovici, 2017), independent of the self-interaction problem, that we use against the exis-
tence of fields while holding on to the Maxwell-Lorentz formulation of electrodynamics. The
argument is based on the recent physical results of Deckert and Hartenstein (2016).

We will demonstrate what they did in detail and discuss in depth implications for the ontology
of fields. Whereas we don’t adhere to any specific theory to replace the Maxwell–Lorentz theory,
the main claim is that the degrees of freedom of the electromagnetic field can be entirely reduced
to the degrees of freedom of particles. Therefore, we argue that the Maxwell–Lorentz theory is
rather to be interpreted as an action-at-a-distance theory disguised as a field theory. Before
presenting the argument, we briefly introduce the Maxwell–Lorentz theory, as far as necessary,
thereby outlining in passing its major mathematical problems.

2. The Maxwell–Lorentz Theory

In our jargon, the Maxwell–Lorentz theory uses the matter model of point charges, as opposed
to smeared-out charges, which, often, is referred to as the Abraham model. The charge density
of a point-charge at space time point (t,x) is given by %t(x) = δ(x − qt), where the Dirac
δ-distribution encodes that the charge is point-like and hence only concentrated on its trajectory
t 7→ qt, and we choose units where the speed of light and the charge are both 1. The corre-
sponding density current is the charge density multiplied by the velocity of the charge, namely
(in standard non-relativistic notation), jt(x) = %t(x)vt = δ(x−qt)vt. Then, the time evolution
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of N charged particles and their fields is given by the coupled system of the Lorentz equations

d

dt

(
qi,t
pi,t

)
=

(
v(pi,t)∑N

j=1Ej,t(qi,t) + v(pi,t)×Bj,t(qi,t)

)
(1)

and Maxwell equations

d

dt

(
Ei,t

Bi,t

)
=

(
∇×Bi,t − 4πv(pi,t)δ(· − qi,t)

−∇×Ei,t

)
(2)

∇ ·Ei,t = 4πδ(x− qi,t), ∇ ·Bi,t = 0, (3)

for all charges i ∈ {1, . . . , N}. Here, qi,t and pi,t denote the position and the momentum of
the ith particle; v(pi,t) =

pi,t√
pi,t

2+m2
is the relativistic velocity defined by the ith momentum,

where we assume all particles to have the same mass m; and Ei,t and Bi,t are the electric and
magnetic fields associated with the ith particle at time t.

In this representation, we follow Deckert and Hartenstein (2016), who split the total electro-
magnetic field into N sub-fields corresponding to single particles, which is unproblematic due
to the linearity of the Maxwell equations. Moreover, Ei,t and Bi,t may contain at this stage
free-field parts; in the course of the paper, however, we show how to get rid of those free fields.

Special solutions of the field equations (2) and (3) for single predetermined charge trajectories,
the advanced and retarded Liénard–Wiechert fields, are known. The electric field component of
the advanced (+) and retarded (-) Liénard–Wiechert field of a single particle is given by

E±t (x) =
1

4π

 (1− v2)(n± v)
(1± v · n)3|x− q|2︸ ︷︷ ︸

near field

+
n× ((n± v)× v̇)
(1± v · n)3 |x− q|︸ ︷︷ ︸

radiation field

 , (4)

and the magnetic field can be calculated from

B±t (x) = ∓n×E
±
t (x). (5)

(see for instance Spohn, 2004, Section 2.1). We see that the Liénard–Wiechert field has two
parts: the near field and the radiation field. The near field is always attached to the particle and
descends like 1

x2 ; it is the dominating part in the vicinity of the particle and negligible far away
from it. The radiation field, in contrast, depends on the acceleration of the particle, and it is the
dominating part far away, for it descends like 1

x . In addition, it also increases near the particle’s
position.

For the retarded Liénard-Wiechert field, on the right side of (4), the quantities q, v, v̇, and n
have to be evaluated at the retarded time t−, which is implicitly defined by t− = t−|x−qt− |. It
is the time at which the backward light-cone with apex at (t,x) crosses the world-line t′ 7→ qt′
of the particle (see Fig. 1). The vector n is a spatial unit vector derived from the position of the
particle, namely, n− :=

x−qt−
|x−qt− |

.

The advanced fields are evaluated at the advanced time t+ given by t+ = t+ |x− qt+ |. The
advanced time lies on the forward light-cone with apex (t,x) intersecting the world-line of the
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particle (see Fig. 1). In analogy to the retarded case, we can define a spatial unit vector n+.
Advanced solutions are often abandoned in application since accepting them would amount to
backward causation. This phenomenon seems to contradict our experience and is not confirmed
by experiments, so that only the retarded fields are meant to be physically significant (see, for
instance, Price, 1996, Ch. 3).

(t-,qt-)

(t+,qt+)

(t,x)

time

x

Figure 1: Depiction of retarded times t− and advanced times t+ relative to t in a space-time
diagram. The dashed lines represent the light-cone at (t,x), which is crossed twice by
a trajectory t′ 7→ qt′ .

As the Maxwell equations (2) and (3) are linear, any solution t 7→ f t = (Et,Bt) can be
written as a convex combination of the retarded and advanced Liénard–Wiechert fields, f−t and
f+
t , plus some solution f free

t of the charge-free Maxwell equations:

f t = λf−t + (1− λ)f+
t + f free

t , (6)

with λ ∈ [0, 1].
In order to calculate the Liénard–Wiechert fields (4) and (5), one presupposes the trajectory

of the particle. But if both fields and trajectories are unknown, we need to couple the Maxwell
equations (2) with the Lorentz equations (1) and compute fields and trajectories simultaneously.
In order to compute the Lorentz force one needs to evaluate the self-field at the particle’s posi-
tion, and this procedure is undefined as both denominators of (4) become zero. So the Maxwell–
Lorentz theory fails to deliver a solution—even for the simplest physical system consisting of
one moving charge in its own field.

In essence, there are two broad strategies to cope with this problem. One is the Abraham
model, where particles are tiny balls with non-zero diameter (see Abraham, 1908; Lorentz, 1916;
Spohn, 2004). The other strategy is to remedy the field without touching the size of the particles.
The obvious way would be to adjust the Maxwell equations such that they no longer lead to the
self-interaction problem. The Bopp–Podolsky theory does it with linear, but higher-order, field
equations, while the Born–Infeld theory has non-linear field equations (see Appendix A). Or
one could modify the Lorentz equations (1) and replace the summand j = i by a well-defined
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self-interaction term, like for instance the Lorentz–Abraham–Dirac term (cf. Dirac, 1938), the
Landau–Lifshitz term (cf. Spohn, 2004), or as a starting point for a study also just zero. A more
radical way is to get rid of fields (and thus, of the ill-defined self-interaction) in the first place
and construct an action-at-a-distance theory (see Appendix B).1

In the standard literature on the Maxwell–Lorentz theory, one usually encounters two sce-
narios: Either the trajectories of particles are given and the Maxwell equations are solved, or
fields are given and the trajectories are calculated. In both cases, one gets accurate solutions.
The fully coupled problem is usually ignored (see Jackson, 1999, p. 745). Requiring accurate
solutions for the coupled system is not mathematical pedantry; on the contrary, the self-field ac-
counts for radiation damping, the effect that a radiating particle has to change its motion because
it loses energy. And this change in motion due to self-interaction is (although small) a crucial
measurable physical effect! Since the effects of the self-field are not relevant for most practical
purposes, the Maxwell–Lorentz theory makes mostly successful empirical predictions.

A second singularity of the theory corresponds to the N -body problem of Newtonian gravi-
tation: the collision of particles is not well-defined (see, for instance, Heggie, 2006). Since the
gravitational force goes like 1

|xi−xj |2 , the dynamics breaks down when particles collide, that is,
when xi(t) −−−→

t→t0
xj(t0) for some finite time t0 (see Fig. 2). There is hence no further time

evolution after collision. It may be possible to extend the trajectories after collision, but this
extension is not unique. Although there may be collisions when N particles move in the gravi-
tational field, the initial conditions resulting in these collisions have measure zero (Saari, 1973).
We encounter the same problem for charged particles. The Liénard–Wiechert fields (4) contain

t=t0

Figure 2: Two particles collide at t = t0. Due to the singular factor 1
|xi−xj |2 in the force law,

there is no unique dynamics after collision, which is indicated by the black dashed
lines.

in the near field the factor 1
|x−q|2 , which blows up when particles are about to collide. In order to

1For a detailed philosophical discussion of how to deal with the self-interaction problem we refer to Frisch (2005).
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have well-defined dynamics one needs to make sure that particles cannot come arbitrarily close
to each other. If they still do, further equations would be needed to describe the future motion.
But we would expect, as has been rigorously shown for classical mechanics, that initial configu-
rations leading to collisions are atypical, that is, have measure 0. Then, one could ignore for all
practical purposes dynamics leading to collisions.

A third singularity arises in the term 1
(1±n·v)3 of the Liénard–Wiechert fields. Dirac (1938)

found out that the theory allows for runaway solutions, that is, solutions that approach the speed
of light exponentially fast (see Fig. 3). When particles do so, this term approaches infinity. There
are two problems with this kind of solutions. First, we do not observe such accelerating particles.
Second, such a particle needs to constantly radiate, and this very radiation would accumulate on
the light-cone leading to high-energy radiation (see also Fig. 3). Such a phenomenon is not
observed, either.

Figure 3: A particle approaching the speed of light. In this case the electromagnetic field would
accumulate on the light-cone (marked by the arrows).

3. The Problem of Initial Values

We now turn to the problem of initial values as mathematically presented by Deckert and Harten-
stein (2016). Solving the coupled system of Maxwell’s and Lorentz’s equations (1)-(3) for
point charges without self-interaction reveals a mathematical fact: most initial conditions lead to
singularities or discontinuities on future light-cones—we call these pathologies on light-cones
shock fronts. As we shall explain, this observation questions the initial-value formulation of the
theory and finally the ontological status of fields.
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3.1. The Existence of Shock Fronts

Let’s start with an example. Consider a single charged particle with given trajectory t 7→ qt
and a predetermined initial field f0 on a space-like hyper-surface, say {t = 0}. This allows
us to compute the electromagnetic fields of that particle at any space-time point. The field is
composed of the time-evolved initial field and the radiated field of the particle.

Say the particle moves with constant velocity v and the initial field f0 is just the Coulomb
field

f0(x) =

(
x−q0
|x−q0|3

0

)
. (7)

Then, one finds the field components as illustrated in Fig. 4. Inside the future light-cone of

Figure 4: Illustration of supports of the (one-particle) field components.

(0, q0) a field component due to the charge trajectory t 7→ qt builds up. The initial Coulomb
field f0 remains outside the future light-cone of (0, q0); that’s not surprising as the field freely
evolves in this regime. In addition, there is a distribution that only depends on the initial position
and momentum q0,p0 and which has support on the boundary of the light-cone—even though
the initial Coulomb field f0 is smooth.

Are these shock fronts supposed to be there, or has something gone wrong with the choice of
the initial configuration? The only mathematical condition on initial values that the Maxwell–
Lorentz theory dictates are the Maxwell constraints (3) (at time t = 0), which the Coulomb field
complies with. Though the constructed toy problem matches all requirements of the Maxwell–
Lorentz theory, it exhibits question-begging behavior of the field.

In fact, the exact field equation in Deckert and Hartenstein (2016) reveals that one can get rid
of this singularity when we change the initial conditions of the charge to p0 = v = 0. Then, and
only then, the delta distribution located on the light cone vanishes. This, however, shows that
the initial velocity is no longer a free variable; rather, it has to be consistent with the initial field.

If the velocity v is chosen equal to zero, there is yet another feature in the field: If the initial
acceleration of the charge is non-zero, the field shows a discontinuous jump on the light-cone.
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Here is why. For continuity, the retarded Liénard-Wiechert field f−t has to match the Coulomb
field f0 on the light-cone. There the Liénard-Wiechert field is a function of q0,v0, and v̇0 since
in this case the retarded time is t− = 0. This implies that unless the initial acceleration is zero
(v̇0 = 0), f−t will differ from f0 on the future light-cone. So aiming at continuous fields not
only the initial momentum but even the initial acceleration of the charge cannot be freely chosen.

At first sight, this phenomenon may seem surprising, but it has a rather simple explanation.
Each inhomogeneous field encodes the history of an auxiliary charge trajectory t 7→ q̃t, a charge
that has generated the field sometime somewhere in the past. In our case, the initial Coulomb
field corresponds to the field generated by a charge that has been resting at position q0 during
its entire past (see Fig. 5).

Figure 5: The auxiliary trajectory t 7→ q̃t for t ≤ 0 attaches with a kink to t 7→ qt for t ≥ 0 at
space-time point (0, q0).

If the auxiliary charge trajectory, or in other words the charge history, does not fit the future
trajectory at time t = 0 there will be a kink, and this sudden change of velocity and acceleration
will result in a radiation field traveling along the future light-cone of (0, q0). In other words,
if v0 happens to be non-zero, an infinite acceleration is necessary to change it from ṽ0 = 0 to
v0, and the corresponding radiation gives rise to distributions, whereas a step in the acceleration
merely causes a discontinuity on the light-cone.

The General Case

The phenomenon of shock fronts can be extended to arbitrary initial fields and an arbitrary
predetermined particle trajectory t 7→ qt. Therefore, it is convenient to parameterize the initial
field by means of a history (or auxiliary trajectory) t 7→ q̃t and an initial free field f free

0 (cf. (6))

f0 = λf̃
−
0 + (1− λ)f̃+

0 + f free
0 , (8)
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where the tilde over the advanced and retarded Liénard-Wiechert fields denotes, that these are
functionals of t 7→ q̃t. This parameterization of the initial field is not unique and merely a choice
of the free field. Nevertheless, it is sufficient in order to explain the problem with initial values.

The time-evolved field shows the same features as in the special case, as illustrated in Fig.
6, namely, a distribution and discontinuity located along the light-cone boundary of (0, q0) for
generic initial fields.

Figure 6: Supports of the single components of the general Maxwell field f t of a one-particle
system for the initial field f0. The initial free field f free

0 evolves independently of the
particle and is supported all over the space-time.

The existence of discontinuities and singularities on the light-cones are a mathematical fact.
In the one-particle case they don’t pose any further problems because the particle is not affected
by them. Once the motion of many particles is considered, the regularity of the electromagnetic
field on the light-cones becomes crucial.

3.2. How Shock Fronts Affect the Dynamics in Many-Particle Systems

Let’s consider two charged particles, P and B. If B crosses P ’s light-cone, B’s motion changes
with respect to what happens on the light-cone (see Fig. 7). Depending on the acceleration of P ,
we discussed three scenarios on the light-cone:

1. The field on the light-cone is continuous.

2. The field on the light-cone has a finite discontinuous jump.

3. The field on the light-cone has a singularity (δ-distribution).

In the first case, nothing pathological happens. The other cases are more interesting. If P ’s
field jumps discontinuously, B feels a kick, and this acceleration causes shock fronts on B’s
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light-cone. If P , as in Fig. 7, crosses this light-cone, it will also feel a kick that is transmitted on
the light-cone, and so on.

Figure 7: Illustration of a network of shocks. The left particle B crosses the light-cone of the
right particle P . B’s motion is affected by the pathologies on the light-cone. If B hits
a singularity, it’s motion will end; if it hits a discontinuity, it will feel a kick (infinite
acceleration). These kicks cause shocks on its own light-cone. If P hitsB’s light-cone,
it will feel the shock.

In the third case, when B hits a singularity, it seems that the dynamics breaks down because
the force acting on B given by the Lorentz equation (1) requires the evaluation of the field due
to particle P on the light-cone, where it exhibits a delta distribution. Thus, as in the case of
colliding particles in Newtonian gravitation (see Sec. 2), there is no unique extension of the
trajectory and the dynamics ends here.

The more particles there are the more shocks there will be. If we imagine a more realistic
system of 1013 particles, there will be a dense network of shocks that we ought to observe all the
time. It turns out that the radiation created by a charge running into a shock front is quite strong,
namely, of the order of 1 Watt (Deckert and Hartenstein, 2016, p. 13). But we don’t see such
radiation! And so we need to restrict the initial values to avoid the creation of these shocks.

Bad Solutions Are Dense

Now let’s see how robust good global Maxwell–Lorentz solutions are. By “good” we mean that
there are no shock fronts on light-cones (“bad” would indicate shock fronts). Therefore, assume
we have an initial value (qi,0,pi,0,f i,0) that leads to a smooth global solution, which is a smooth
function of time t 7→ (qi,t,pi,t,f i,t), t ∈ R. Then, in any arbitrarily small neighborhood of this
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initial datum, there are initial values (q′i,0,p
′
i,0,f

′
i,0) that generate shock fronts preventing the

system to have a global solution. The dynamics breaks down at the time where the first charge
runs into such a front.

As suggested by Deckert and Hartenstein (2016), we briefly sketch two ways how to construct
bad initial values. First, one could transform the initial momentum of, say, particle 1 by some
δ 6= 0, which would create a distribution on the light-cone boundary, see Fig. 8. When particle
2 runs into this shock the dynamics stops.

Figure 8: Perturbation of the initial momentum of charge 1 at t = 0. Red dashed trajectories are
modified black trajectories. Within every δ of the initial momentum of charge 1 there
is a trajectory that causes a singular shock front on the light-cone, which affects charge
2 situated on the left.

Second, one could slightly change the initial field generated by, say, charge 2 in the vicinity
of the initial position of charge 1 (see Fig. 9). What happens in this case is a change of the
Lorentz force on charge 1 at time 0 so that the initial acceleration changes, which results in a
discontinuity on the light cone of (0, q′1,0). This time the shock is only a discontinuity such that
the Lorentz force of particle 2 could be computed, however, with a jump in acceleration.

All in all, the bad trajectories and the bad initial conditions lie dense in the good ones. Or in
other words, almost all initial values will not allow for global smooth solutions (for the mathe-
matical details see Deckert and Hartenstein, 2016, pp. 8–9).
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Figure 9: Perturbation of the trajectory of the left particle at some retarded time may change the
field at t = 0 and cause a discontinuous acceleration in the right particle, which leads
to discontinuities on the light-cone. This may be the starting point of a future network
of shocks.

3.3. How Should Initial Fields Look Like?

In order to obtain physical and mathematically well-defined Maxwell-Lorentz solutions, one
needs to get rid of shocks in many-particle systems. This amounts to finding compatibility
conditions between the actual solution trajectories t 7→ qi,t and the initial fields f i,0, where
these have been parameterized by the auxiliary trajectories t 7→ q̃i,t (see equation (8)).

The first thing we need to require is that the actual and auxiliary trajectory need to match at
t = 0, that is, qi,0 = q̃i,0. Otherwise the Maxwell’s constraints (3) would be violated.

If the initial velocities do not match, we get shock fronts in form of δ-distributions. If the ve-
locities match but not the accelerations, we will have discontinuous jumps on the light-cone. In
order to have smooth solutions, all higher-order derivatives need to match as well. Summarizing
this in mathematical language we get:

- By Maxwell’s constraints: q̃i,0 = qi,0,
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- To rule out singularities on the light-cone: lim
t↗0
p̃i,t = lim

t↘0
pi,t,

- To rule out discontinuities on the light-cone: lim
t↗0

d2

dt2
q̃i,t = lim

t↘0

d2

dt2
qi,t,

- To secure smoothness on the light-cone: ∀k > 2 : lim
t↗0

dk

dtk
q̃i,t = lim

t↘0

dk

dtk
qi,t,

where the upward and downward arrows represent one-sided limits approaching from the nega-
tive or the positive numbers respectively.

Let’s assume we were given a particle, an initial field of the form (8), and only the first com-
patibility condition, that the actual and auxiliary trajectories match at t = 0. What happens
according to the Maxwell equations is that inside the light-cone of the particle, the field is de-
termined just by the actual trajectory, while the field outside the light-cone is determined just by
the auxiliary trajectory. The Maxwell equations treat the initial fields (i.e. the auxiliary history)
and the particle trajectories independently, and so no wonder that there will be odd behavior at
the points, where both time-evolved fields meet, namely on the light-cone. The more the auxil-
iary trajectory matches the actual trajectory at t = 0 the more regularized is the behavior on the
light-cone.

Now assume that we have a good initial value (qi,0,pi,0,f i,0) and the initial field is generated
by an auxiliary trajectory that ran smoothly into the actual solution trajectory t 7→ qi,t, t ≥ 0.
We would like to know how the real trajectory has looked like before t = 0. This is still unknown
because we started from the initial conditions of the particle at t = 0. In principle, the actual
trajectory may be propagated toward the past in infinitely many ways, while still meeting the
local compatibility conditions at t = 0. But only the auxiliary trajectory generates the initially
given field at t = 0. Therefore, the real trajectory in the past should be equal to the auxiliary
trajectory, which we initially introduced solely to parametrize the fields. In this case, the initial
fields simply look like this:

f i,0 = λf−i,0 + (1− λ)f+
i,0 + f

free
i,0 , (9)

where instead of some auxiliary trajectory we plug in the real ones into the Liénard–Wiechert
fields f−i,0 and f+

i,0. In order to match the notation of Deckert and Hartenstein (2016), an initial
free field f free

i,0 is assigned to each single particle; the entire free field is then the sum f free
t =∑N

j=1 f
free
j,t for all t. Moreover, one should note that the parameterization of the initial fields

is mathematically not unique, because f− − f+, for instance, is always a solution of the free
Maxwell equations. From an ontological point of view it is, however, relevant what portions of
advanced and retarded interactions one chooses.

With equation (9) the degrees of freedom of the initial fields reduce to the actual trajectories
of particles t 7→ qi,t, the free fields f free

i,0 , and λ ∈ [0, 1], the proportion of advanced and retarded
fields. And these initial fields cure the problem of shock fronts.

3.4. Classical Electrodynamics without Shock-Fronts

Since the Liénard–Wiechert fields f−t and f+
t are explicitly known for given charge trajectories

(see (4)) and also the evolution of free fields is unique and known, the Maxwell equations be-
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come redundant. From equation (9) the time-evolved fields due to charge i can then be given
explicitly for any time t, which is

f i,t = λf−t [qi,pi] + (1− λ)f+
t [qi,pi] + f

free
i,t . (10)

Thus, one could axiomatically introduce the Liénard–Wiechert fields and plug them into the
Lorentz force law:

d

dt

(
qi,t
pi,t

)
=

(
v(pi,t)∑

j 6=iEj,t(qi,t) + v(pi,t) ∧Bj,t(qi,t)

)
, (11)

where f i,t = (Ei,t,Bi,t) is determined by (10). This is a reformulation of the Maxwell-Lorentz
theory for point charges without self-interaction where the phenomenon of shock fronts is cured.

There are three questions left:

1. What happens to the initial value formulation?

2. Can we constrain λ, the portion of advanced and retarded fields?

3. How should we choose the initial free fields f free
i,0 ?

We deal with these questions in the next section.

4. Discussion

4.1. From Initial Value Problems to Delay Problems

As argued in Section 3, in order to define meaningful initial fields, the whole history of charges
needs to be known. The resulting dynamics becomes (11), in which Maxwell’s equations are
now redundant. In the reformulation, the force acting on each charge, depends on the charge
trajectory of all other charges at retarded and/or advanced times (depending on the choice of λ).
In order to solve the system (11) for a given initial configuration (qi,0,pi,0)1≤i≤N , one would
need the field value at time 0 which is a function of position, momentum, and accelerations at
the retarded and/or advanced times, which are not known. So this is no longer an initial value
problem! In fact, Maxwell’s equation and the Lorentz force law, a set of ordinary differential
equations and partial differential equations, has turned into a system of ordinary delay differ-
ential equations. And these delays are responsible for the system not being solvable in the
conventional sense.

It seems that some physicists have recognized that the data on a Cauchy slice needs to be
constrained, although not taking this issue so seriously to doubt the role of fields:

If one wants to specify a Cauchy problem at t = 0 together with the current for
t > 0, the problem will separate into two problems: (a) the Cauchy problem with
Cauchy data on t = 0; this will determine the fields for t > 0 outside the light-cone
whose vertex is Q0 [Fig. 10]; (b) the retarded field problem due to the current at
t = 0; this will determine the fields inside and on the future light-cone with vertex
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atQ0. The Cauchy data for problem (a), however, are not known and must be found
by solving a problem of type (b) for t < 0. Thus one simply has a retarded field
problem [type (b)] for all space-time. It is very essential to realize that the finite
propagation velocity of the field forces one into a problem posed for all space-time
which would be very difficult (and physically awkward) to specify as (partially) a
Cauchy problem. (Rohrlich, 2007, p. 78)

Figure 10: Image illustrating the quote by Rohrlich.

Rohrlich is aware that one needs to tackle a delay problem instead of a Cauchy problem. The
points P ′ and P ′′ in Fig. 10 on the Cauchy slice t = 0 are determined by the behavior of particles
in the past, namely, byQ′ andQ′′. This would lead to “difficult and (physically awkward)” delay
differential equations.

So how does one solve this type of equations and how do initial data look like? Consider,
for instance, a first-order delay differential equation of the form ẋt = f(t, xt, xt−1). Then the
solution at time t depends on the solutions at the delayed time t − 1. However, if one fixes the
function t 7→ xt on the interval [0, 1] the solution can be obtained by means of techniques from
ordinary differential equations on the interval [1, 2]. And with this new piece of function one
can proceed. The sketched procedure is called the method of steps.

Now, assuming there are only retarded interactions one could reproduce the technique from
the example for the system (11). Taking into account also advanced interactions the procedure
would become highly opaque though. In order to solve (11), as initial data at least pieces of
trajectories corresponding to single particles that go back to the retarded times of the initial
particle positions are needed, that is, for two charges one needs to specify the time where the
backward light-cone of charge 1 hits the past trajectory of charge 2 and vice versa (see Fig. 11).
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But these initial trajectory pieces cannot be freely chosen! In order to prevent shock fronts the
actual trajectory building up from time t = 0 needs to match the past trajectory generating the
fields at t = 0. As the solutions is not yet known, one needs to translate the condition

lim
t↗0

dk

dtk

(
qi,t
pi,t

)
= lim

t↘0

dk

dtk

(
qi,t
pi,t

)
(12)

from Section 3.3 into a a condition that is formulated in terms of the histories only, and thanks
to the Lorentz equations such an equivalent conditions is given by

lim
t↗0

dk

dtk

(
qi,t
pi,t

)
= lim

t↘0

dk−1

dtk−1

(
v(pi,t)∑

j 6=iE
−
j,t(qi,t) +E

free
j,t (qi,t) + v(pi,t) ∧ (B−j,t(qi,t) +B

free
j,t (qi,t)

)
(13)

(see Fig. 11).

Figure 11: Time intervals where initial trajectory pieces need to be defined as well as the places
where the compatibility conditions need to be met. The lower red trajectory piece of
charge 1 determines the Lorentz force of the upper red piece from charge 2 and vice
versa, and, these have to match.

As the compatibility condition between the solution and the history is translated by (13) to a
condition on the history only one can define valid initial trajectory pieces (see the red parts of
the trajectories in Fig. 12). Once the red trajectory pieces in Fig.12 are given, these allow us to
propagate solutions to the delay system up to the times where the single trajectories cross the
first light-cone of the other initial positions. Beyond that time the initial data doesn’t provide any
more input for the force law. However, with the trajectory pieces obtained in the first step one
can propagate one step further into the future and so on. One thing may still happen: If particles
come too close to each other, the factor 1

|x−q−|2 from the Liénard-Wiechert fields may blow up
and prevents the computation of further trajectory pieces.

Nevertheless, the method of steps has its shortcomings, as it provides Maxwell-Lorentz solu-
tions on the half axis only, but not globally! The initial trajectory pieces work in the sense of
providing solutions and avoiding shocks, but these initial pieces themselves may not be solu-
tions of the delay system. This becomes clear, when propagating the future solution backwards.
Then, the obtained past trajectories will almost surely not match the initial trajectory pieces!
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Figure 12: Illustration of the method of steps for two particles. Initial data depicted colored red;
iterated solution trajectories colored blue.

Could this be a starting point for global solutions? Once the future solutions are propagated
into the past, the obtained past solutions could serve as new initial data for future propagation.
The new future solutions have to be propagated back again, and the past trajectories forth again.
If this kind of iteration converges at some point, i.e. the obtained solutions do not differ anymore
from the ones in the previous step, one would indeed end up with global solutions to the delay
problem.

4.2. Are Advanced Fields Needed?

The first thought might be that there is a preferred direction of interaction from the past to the
future, and interactions coming from the future contradict our experience. So we may set λ
equal to 1. For f free

i,0 = 0 and λ = 1 the system is equivalent to the Synge equations—see
also the retarded theory proposed by Ritz (1908) and the discussion in Frisch (2000). This
theory, however, doesn’t include radiation damping, the experimentally verified phenomenon
that charged particles are harder to accelerate than uncharged ones, because charged particles
radiate when accelerated. Radiation damping in this theory may be dealt with in two ways:
either one inserts self-fields, but they are ill-defined as we have seen, or radiation damping is
caused by the fields of other charges in the past, but then these retarded fields won’t reach the
particle in time.2

2An anonymous referee mentioned the work of Gralla et al. (2009) who claim to have derived a point-particle
model that evades the self-interaction problem without evoking advanced solutions. In a nutshell, they start
with a continuous charge distribution and take a point-particle limit by taking the charge and the mass to go
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So its seems that the sole option that is left (without changing the Maxwell equations or
inflating particles) is to include the effects of charges in the future, i.e., setting λ 6= 1. We
briefly sketch an argument inspired by Wheeler and Feynman (1945, p. 169), to demonstrate
how advanced fields may account for radiation damping.

Say charge i feels an acceleration at time t, and thus, creates a disturbance f−i,t, that sets in
motion the N − 1 other charges at the advanced times, which in return, act back on charge i
through advanced fields.

Moreover, for simplicity, we assume that theN −1 other charges are sufficiently randomized,
namely, such that at the same time t ∑

j 6=i
f−j,t(qi,t) = 0. (14)

The idea is to write the measured disturbance f−i,t of charge i as a sum of the actual generated
field of charge i and the back reaction of the other N − 1 charges:

f−i,t =

fields generated by charge i︷ ︸︸ ︷
λf−i,t + (1− λ)f+

i,t +

fields generated by the other N − 1 charges︷ ︸︸ ︷
λ
∑
j 6=i
f−j,t︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0, by (14)

+(1− λ)
∑
j 6=i
f+
j,t . (15)

And therefore, in the vicinity of qi,t, the following relation holds:

(1− λ)(f−i,t − f
+
i,t) = (1− λ)

∑
j 6=i
f+
j,t, (16)

where, according to Dirac (1938), f−i,t − f
+
i,t is the radiation friction felt by charge i at time t

and therefore by means of the Lorentz equations (1) the effective force on charge i goes like∑
j 6=i

(
λf−j,t(qi,t) + (1− λ)f+

j,t(qi,t)
)
= (1− λ)(f−i,t − f

+
i,t)(qi,t). (17)

And thus, taking into account advanced fields (i.e. λ < 1) we have an estimation that we can
explain radiation damping.

But what is a good choice of λ? λ = 1/2 is distinguished by two features: first, it ensures
the energy loss predicted by the experimentally verified Larmor formula (Bauer et al., 2014, p.
612), and, second, it leads to a time-reversal-invariant theory governed by an action principle by

to zero, while keeping the ratio of the mass and charge fixed. In our opinion, their work reveals an interesting
mathematical result, but it leads to an unphysical model, where trajectories exist but no particles travel on them.
The authors (pp. 2–3) explicitly mention the disappearance of particles, “[. . . ] we consider a modified point
particle limit, wherein not only the size of the body goes to zero, but its charge and mass also go to zero. More
precisely, we will consider a limit where, asymptotically, only the overall scale of the body changes, so, in
particular, all quantities scale by their naive dimension. In this limit, the body itself completely disappears, and
its electromagnetic self-energy goes to zero.” Beware the last sentence: there are no physical objects but in any
case their self energy is no longer infinite. We doubt that this is a proper physical solution of the self-interaction
problem.
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means of the Fokker–Tetrode–Schwarzschild Lagrangian. As we are investigating a fundamen-
tal particle theory, time-reversal-invariance and energy–momentum conservation (derived from
Noether’s theorem) may be desirable.

For f free
i,0 = 0 and λ = 1/2 we indeed end up with the Wheeler–Feynman theory, a theory

which is solely about moving charges (see Appendix B for a brief introduction and our take on
the notorious absorber condition). So, starting with a particle-field view in electrodynamics, by
a series of arguments one remarkably reaches an action-at-a distance theory (for critical remarks
concerning time-symmetric electrodynamics see Frisch, 2005, Ch. 6). And this was derived
completely independently from how we treat the self-interaction problem. Making the specific
choice of λ, however, is not our focus here and does not affect the point we want to make.

4.3. Do Free Fields Exist?

Assume the proportion of advanced and retarded interactions is fixed. Then, the free field re-
mains the sole free parameter. When applying electrodynamics to subsystems, the free field
plays an imminent role in fixing boundary conditions. This field is free in the sense that it is
not generated by charges inside the subsystem; rather, it is coming from outside. This field was
actually generated by other particles somewhere in the universe and then has been propagating
towards the subsystem. There is nothing to say against this use of free fields. But this would
mean that free fields are not degrees of freedom of the theory as they are completely determined
by the motion of particles.

Genuine free fields, on the other hand, are generated by no particles at all. These are fields set
in the initial conditions of the universe, and they only need to fulfill the homogeneous Maxwell
equations. If we imagine God creating the universe, he had to set the the initial conditions of
particles and the fields in such a away to avoid shock fronts. It would be possible that God created
particles and some initial field without paying further attention to their initial conditions. This
would almost surely amount to shock fronts. These shock fronts, however, could be compensated
if God created in addition a free field and had decided to meticulously choose very special initial
conditions of this field. In doing so, God could nullify shock fronts. This option is logically
possible but would be based on a fine-tuned initial free field. But we know that good scientific
explanations should be free of such conspiracies.

If the free field existed it would ripple once through the universe and disappear into the void
never returning to make its march back again. So if you happen to see your TV screen flickering
next time, would you bet that it might have been a free field crossing your apartment? We have
no experimental evidence whatsoever that genuine free fields exist. How can we? They would
be indistinguishable from fields generated by particles.

Moreover, if these fields existed their energy would be negligible. Let’s say that the free
field was created at some point far back in history, say at time minus infinity. If at that time
the field has been finite, say of order

∥∥F free
−∞
∥∥
L2 ≤ O( 1

‖x‖ε ), then it would vanish until the
present time t = t0 because it will spread. In particular, the energy of the field would become
negligible: If the energy due to the free field was finite at the beginning of the universe, that
is
∫
dx(Efree

−∞(x))2 + (Bfree
−∞(x))2 < ∞, then the free field vanishes until t = t0. One could

imagine converging free fields coming from the future, which indeed would get stronger (thanks
to an anonymous referee for making this point). Incoming free fields are theoretically possible
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but never found in experiments. Furthermore, they don’t play any explanatory role apart from
their possible theoretical existence, unlike generated advanced fields which would account for
radiation friction (see section 4.2).

Earman (2011, Sec. 2.3) pointed out that every solution in terms of only the retarded fields
can be expressed as a sum of an advanced solution and a free field. This is supposed to show that
free fields cannot be ignored.3 Of course, it is a mathematical fact that the general solution of the
Maxwell equations does not have a unique mathematical representation. But to switch between a
purely retarded representation and a representation including an advanced and a free field would
amount to change λ, although we have fixed λ before as part of the theory. Second, Earman
repeatedly emphasizes to let “the equations speak for themselves” in order to find the proper
interpretation of the formalism. We don’t see, however, how this can be done; the mathematics
doesn’t carry with it the proper ontology. In particular, a change of representations with a free
field cannot reify a free field, nor does it commit us to a free field in the initial conditions of the
universe. Lazarovici (2017, Sec. 6) reacts to Earman’s argument that the only mathematically
distinguished representation of the free field would be a field that is everywhere zero. Such a
requirement can be achieved by choosing appropriate boundary conditions.

So if genuine free fields do not exist or are negligible, the entire field turns into the following
convex combination of retarded and advanced Liénard-Wiechert fields:

f i,t = λf−t [qi,pi] + (1− λ)f+
t [qi,pi]. (18)

4.4. Do Generated Fields Exist?

Should we we be realist with respect to the fields f i,t? The most famous argument for the
existence of electromagnetic fields says that since these fields restore energy–momentum con-
servation, which would not hold if we just consider the energy and momenta of particles, they
are real. The energy and momentum for the electromagnetic field are defined from the Poynting
theorem (e.g., Jackson, 1999, section 6.7), which states that the total energies and momenta of
particles and fields are conserved.

In mathematical notation, the Poynting theorem is:

Ėm + Ėf =

∮
S

S · dA,

Ṗm + Ṗf =

∮
S

T · dA.

Here, the dot stands for the derivative with respect to time. Em and Pm are the mechanical
energy and the mechanical momentum of particles within a volume V . Ef and Pf are the field
energy and the field momentum within V . The right side of the equations symbolizes the energy
and momentum crossing the surface S—S is the energy flux density (the Poynting vector), and
T is the momentum flux density (the Maxwell stress tensor). Poynting’s theorem then states:
energy and momentum change inside a volume V if and only if energy and momentum cross the
surface S of V .

3We thank an anonymous referee for mentioning this argument.
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Conservation laws are physically significant because they facilitate to solve the equations of
motion. This is in our opinion the main advantage of these laws. To dub conservation laws as
laws in the first place is actually a misnomer, because they are not laws of nature; rather, they are
derived from the basic laws, the Maxwell equations and the Lorentz force law. Especially since
special relativity, there is an intuition behind energy as a kind of stuff that flows between objects
and that is in some way equivalent to mass or matter. We don’t share this intuition (see also
Adler, 1987). Energy and momentum are indeed frame-dependent quantities in special relativity,
as shown by the relativistic energy–momentum formula, which is nothing but the length of the
momentum 4-vector. And therefore we do not agree that energy–momentum conservation reifies
fields (for an extensive discussion, see Lange, 2002, Ch. 5 and 8).

By Ockham’s razor we are to be as sparse in our ontology as possible (see Sober, 2015, for an
up-to-date monograph on Ockham’s razor). So just by naively applying the razor, we may argue
against the physical existence of the fields f i,t. But Tim Maudlin has warned us to be cautious
with applying the razor:

Entia non sunt multiplicanda praeter necessitatem [entities should not be multi-
plied beyond necessity], and the availability of a reduction obviates any necessity.
Surely we should be seeking the slenderest basis on which to erect our ontology.

But it is not clear that the Razor can withstand much critical scrutiny. If by
necessitas one means logical necessity, then the Razor will land us in solipsism.
But if one means something milder—entities ought not to be multiplied without
good reason—then the principle becomes a harmless bromide: nor should one’s
ontology be reduced without good reason. (2007a, pp. 3)

Ockham’s razor doesn’t say that a sparse ontology is always to be preferred over a not-so-sparse
ontology. We need to have good reasons to cut off the ontology. We think that a good reason is
that fields are not further degrees of freedom beyond the degrees of freedom of particles. Fields
appear as mere book-keepers for the history of particles. This argument together with the razor
would be sufficient in our opinion to dismiss fields from the ontology.

On the other hand, there is also a good reason to keep the fields f i,t in the ontology, namely,
because fields are said to restore locality (see Lange, 2002, Ch. 4). In this case, locality is to
be contrasted with action-at-a-distance, and the merit of fields is that they mediate the action
between particles in space and time. With fields it wouldn’t seem mysterious or miraculous
why one particle can affect another one at a distance and at a later time. For this argument one
introduces fields in the sense of the relation (18) without referring to the Maxwell equations.
Although fields can be reduced to the motion of particles, one could still reify them because
they restore locality.

But the lack of fields doesn’t mean that there is nothing that is able to account for mediating
the action; it rather means that fields are not fulfilling this job.4 If there is no physical mecha-
nism, that is, something like fields introduced by the physical theory to mediate, there may be
metaphysical means. And indeed there are those metaphysical tools that demystify or ground
action-at-a-distance. In order to provide a real connection between particles one may introduce
a dynamical ontic structure, as proposed by Esfeld (2009). This ontic structure would be a real

4We thank an anonymous referee for making helpful suggestions in this passage.
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structure in space and time constraining the motion of particles. Even if the physical theory
is void of a physical mediator, like a field, an action-at-a-distance theory may be embedded in
a metaphysics of ontic structures. These structures provide for the modal connections among
particles. This strategy has been worked out in quantum mechanics (see, for instance, Lam,
2015, for an overview). A detailed application of this idea to action-at-a-distance theories of
electromagnetism is still missing. We guess that it may be possible to introduce dynamical ontic
structures on Minkowski space as relations between events on the light-cones.

It is also possible to reduce the dynamical relations to laws themselves and adhere to a prim-
itivism about laws as proposed by Maudlin (2007b). In this case, there won’t be any dynamical
relations in space and time mediating between particles; instead, the laws themselves would have
the power to guide particles and to generate the time evolution. For doing so, one needs to grant
laws this metaphysical weight, otherwise the modal connection via laws would be mysterious.
This is another viable option that is worth pursuing.

A Humean, however, cannot use these metaphysical tools. Even in a Humean field theory,
there is no modal connection between the motion of particles and the behavior of fields “gen-
erated” by them, and there is no modal connection between the motion of one particle and the
motion of another particle. Moreover, there is even no modal connection between the motion
of a particle and the field value at the location of the particle. Pace Albert (2015, Ch. 6), the
geometrical relationship between particles and fields—that particles move in the direction the
field is pointing—is not what we would expect in a Humean world. So we see that the Humean
ontology is much weaker than a naive interpretation of an action-at-a-distance theory. A naive
interpretation would go along these lines: somehow particles are modally connected but the
physical theory doesn’t reveal this connection. Humeans are not convinced of locality in the
sense of having something in space and time that mediates the influences from one particle to
the other. They are rather motivated by another reading of locality, which is more appropriately
dubbed separability: all physical phenomena can be reduced to local matters of particular facts.
Therefore, there doesn’t seem to be a reason to have fields in a Humean ontology; they are just
good means for an efficient description of the going-ons in the mosaic (see also Vassallo et al.,
2017).

All in all, we face a physical fact: the electromagnetic field is not a further degree of freedom.
Should we now pair this result with Ockham’s razor or with locality? By applying the razor,
the Maxwell–Lorentz theory would be indeed an action-at-a-distance theory disguised as a field
theory. Having uncovered the true mathematical framework of this theory, it cannot be distin-
guished from an action-at-a-distance theory. In particular, if the advanced and retarded fields
comprise each one-half of the entire field, the theory reduces to the Wheeler–Feynman theory.
But if locality outweighs Ockham’s razor, the Maxwell–Lorentz theory can be interpreted as a
field theory, where the field is mathematically, but not ontologically, reduced to the motion of
particles. Although the mathematical structure would still suggest an action-at-a-distance theory,
one may construe the field values as referring to something real in space-time.

In the end, we think that regarding Maxwell–Lorentz a proper field theory would be very
artificial after our analysis of the initial value problem. Locality seems to be a common sense
requirement for science. In particular, one would not naively understand how we can send and
receive radio signals if there weren’t electromagnetic fields. In our opinion, however, there are
satisfying tools, although metaphysical ones, for explaining the modal connections in our world.
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4.5. Inflated Particles to the Rescue?

Point-like particles are often blamed for being unphysical and for being the actual source of
singularities. The Abraham model where particles are modeled as balls with non-zero diame-
ter cures the problem of undefined self-interactions. In fact, this model is mathematically well
understood because the singularities at the charge positions are smeared out (see Komech and
Spohn, 2000; Bauer et al., 2010). Also the singularities on the light cones are successfully cured
in this model. Nevertheless, the singularities in the fields along the light cones are just smeared
out and persist in form of physically questionable increases in the field and respectively in in-
creases in acceleration for particles that cross the corresponding light cone. This phenomenon
can be taken from a quantitative example in (Deckert and Hartenstein, 2016) which demonstrates
that even in the Abraham model bad initial values lead to a flank in radiation power which should
be measurable but is not observed in experiments. Moreover, they show, that one flank results in
a whole network of flanks (see again Figure 7). In the end, the choice of initial values remains
a problem to deal with, whether or not the charges are extended distributions or not. Though
mathematically sound in the case of smeared out charges, initial values which do not comply
with the Lorentz force lead to physically questionable behavior.

5. Conclusion

We have argued that the Maxwell equations are redundant once the Liénard–Wiechert fields are
known. Instead, the entire theory of classical electromagnetism is contained in equations (10)
and (11). In the end, one needs to solve delay differential equations, whose solution theory is
still to be explored. In particular, we have illustrated the following two features of the electro-
magnetic field:

1. Generic initial values lead to ill-defined trajectories.

2. The field is not a degree of freedom beyond the degrees of freedom of particles. It rather
encodes the motion of particles, and so it’s functional role is to be a book-keeper of the
behavior of charged particles.

We think that these features should be an incentive to proceed with developing field-free for-
mulations of classical electrodynamics, like the Wheeler–Feynman theory (see Appendix B). In
such a theory, fields may appear as tools for dealing with subsystems, but they would be no
longer independent from particles.

We also appreciate further development of alternative field theories, like the Born–Infeld the-
ory and the Bopp–Podolsky theory. That fields are not further degrees of freedom may also affect
these theories, and further research has to clarify whether these field theories also suffer from the
same problem of initial values as the Maxwell–Lorentz theory (for results in the Bopp–Podolsky
theory, see Kiessling and Tahvildar-Zadeh, 2018).

Hence, it is open to philosophical debate which framework would be the best for classical
electrodynamics: a field theory with no field degrees of freedom or a proper action-at-a-distance
theory. Following the field theory approach, where there are no field degrees of freedom, would
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challenge our understanding of what field theories really are and how they differ from action-at-
a-distance theories. As we saw, the equations of motion of the Maxwell–Lorentz theory reduce
to the very same delay differential equations one encounters in the Wheeler–Feynman theory
(by fixing λ = 1

2 ).
So what would distinguish a field theory from an action-at-a-distance theory? Even though

a field theory and an action-at-a-distance theory may share the same dynamical equations, they
may not be ontologically equivalent. Indeed, mathematical equivalence between two theories
doesn’t logically entail ontological equivalence. Further arguments are needed why one ontol-
ogy is to be preferred from the other. We briefly discussed energy–momentum conservation,
Ockham’s razor, and locality. Of all these arguments, locality is in our opinion the strongest to
reify fields. On the other hand, there are metaphysical tools to establish modal connections for
action-at-a-distance theories. Then direct interactions would not be so miraculous.
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A. Alternative Field Theories with Point Charges

We briefly mention the two alternatives to a field theory with point charges, since they are un-
derrepresented in the philosophical literature.

The Born–Infeld Theory

In the Maxwell–Lorentz theory, the relations between the electric field E, the electric displace-
ment field D, the magnetic field B, and the magnetic induction field H in vacuum are trivial,
namely, E = D and B = H . Born and Infeld (1934) proposed to replace these constitutive
relations by non-linear relations between E,D,B, andH in vacuum.

The Born–Infeld self-field of a static particle is bounded

E =
q

4π
√
r40 + r4

er,

with r20 = q
4πb (see Perlick, 2015, p. 530). The constant b, called Born’s field strength, is a new

constant of nature in the Born-Infeld theory. We immediately see that |E| → b if r → 0; that is,
the absolute value of the electric field is finite.

The dynamical case is very hard and poses many obstacles (Kiessling, 2012a). Since the
Born–Infeld equations are non-linear there are no standard methods for solving them. There
are no solutions for the field of a moving particle analogous to the Liénard–Wiechert fields.
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Even qualitative results are difficult to deliver. So no one knows whether the self-force and the
self-energy are finite for dynamic systems (for important results regarding the static case, see
Kiessling, 2011, 2012b).

The Bopp–Podolsky Theory

In the 1940s, Bopp (1940), Podolsky (1942), and Landé and Thomas (1941) independently
developed another field theory aimed at taming the self-interaction problem. This theory is
linear but of higher order than the Maxwell equations. The Bopp–Podolsky analogue of the
Coulomb field reads

E =
q

4πr2

(
1−

(r
l
+ 1
)
e−

r
l

)
er,

with l being a new constant of nature. The modulus of this electrostatic field is also finite at the
origin, that is, when r → 0 then |E| → q

8πl2
.

Unlike the Born–Infeld theory, an analogue of the retarded Liénard–Wiechert potential has
been calculated (see Gratus et al., 2015; Perlick, 2015):

A(x) =

 τ∫
−∞

J1(
s(x,τ ′)

l )

ls(x, τ ′)
ża(τ ′) dτ ′

 ηab dx
b, (19)

with J1 as the Bessel function of the first kind. We don’t need to explain all the details of this
potential, but one feature is important: the field value at x, lying on the future light-cone of z(τ),
depends on the entire trajectory z(t) from t = −∞ to t = τ . This is one of many ways to write
down the vector potential A. In their calculation, Gratus et al. (2015) assumed that the entire
particle trajectory is known until τ .

This mathematical representation of the potential does not hinder a well-posed initial-value
problem in the Bopp–Podolsky theory (Michael Kiessling, private conversation). The initial
fields in this theory need to be constrained similarly to the Maxwell–Lorentz theory. It turns out,
however, that the shock fronts on the future light-cones in the Bopp–Podolsky theory are one
order milder. Singularities in the form of δ-distributions do not occur; the severest singularities
are discontinuous jumps. So if one matches the initial velocity of the actual trajectory with the
initial velocity of the auxiliary velocity, one already gets continuous global fields. Furthermore,
one doesn’t need to know the past behavior of particles. The only singularity that may occur is
when two (or more) particles collide (Kiessling and Tahvildar-Zadeh, 2018).

B. The Wheeler–Feynman Theory

The action-at-a-distance theory named after Wheeler and Feynman (1945, 1949) is cured of the
self-interaction problem since fields as further degrees of freedom no longer exist. And so the
equation of motion for a single point particle is well-defined. The price of the Wheeler–Feynman
theory, however, is that advanced effects play a fundamental role. For the description of these
effects, one can formally define fields, so that the entire “field” at some point x consists of the
sum of the retarded and advanced field: 1

2

(
f− + f+

)
.
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The Wheeler–Feynman theory needs to meet two challenges. First, it needs to account for
radiation damping, the effect that charged particles are harder to accelerate than uncharged ones
by losing energy. Second, it needs to convincingly justify why there is typically no advanced
radiation to be observed in subsystems, although the fundamental laws require both retarded and
advanced actions.

Both challenges can be met by a statistical analysis of the theory. Radiation damping is
generated by the interaction of a particle with particles in the environment. The advanced action
coming from the environment are responsible for the additional force one needs to exert to
accelerate a charged particle. So radiation damping is explained as a statistical phenomenon
in a many-particle system; radiation damping cannot occur in a one-particle universe according
to the Wheeler–Feynman theory. Moreover, one can show that in typical situations advanced
fields cannot be observed by the same statistical reasoning (see Bauer et al., 2014). Indeed, this
argument was already given by Wheeler and Feynman (1945, p. 162–5), but they wanted to go
a step further in postulating a meta-principle for the behavior of the environment, the infamous
absorber condition. The theory has been dismissed for the (unjustified) validity of this condition
(see, for instance, Frisch, 2005, Ch. 6). But as we sketched, the absorber condition is not needed
in explaining radiation damping.

To still dub the theory without the absorber condition Wheeler–Feynman theory would be
indeed a misnomer since all what is needed to explain radiation damping had already been
developed by Fokker (1929), Schwarzschild (1903), and Tetrode (1922). Still we don’t diverge
from the tradition and continue to call this theory the Wheeler–Feynman theory.
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